Unproductive domain association is also detectable after short-term denaturation, i.e. with the proline residues in native conformation. Only a fraction of the short-term denatured protein folds into the native protein in a fast, proline-independent reaction, because of spontaneous proline cis/trans-reisomerization in the early non-native intermediate. The comparison with the previously studied antibody McPC603 has now allowed us to delineate similarities in the refolding pathway of scFv fragments.
Introduction
Despite some advances in the understanding of the folding of small, monomeric proteins, little is known about the folding of oligomeric proteins (Jaenicke, 1987) . A key question related to these proteins is to what extent the folding pathway and stability of a domain or subunit is in¯uenced by the presence of an interacting domain or subunit. Because of their modular architecture, antibodies are well suited for answering these questions (Padlan, 1994) . The building block of antibodies is a domain of $100 amino acid residues in length, which folds into a characteristic folding topology. Biophysical studies on the folding and stability on antibodies can be performed on the isolated constituting domains (Goto & Hamaguchi, 1982; Tsunenaga et al., 1987; Steipe et al., 1994) as well as on assemblies of these domains in various structural contexts of increasing complexity, such as the Fv and scFv fragment (Freund et al., 1996; Ja È ger & Plu È ckthun, 1999a,b; Ramm et al., 1999) , the Fab fragment (Lilie et al., 1995) , or even as part of the intact antibody (Lilie, 1997) .
In our laboratory, much of the work on folding and unfolding of antibody Fv and scFv fragments had been concentrated on the phosphorylcholine binding antibody McPC603 (Freund et al., 1996 (Freund et al., , 1997 (Freund et al., , 1998 Ja È ger & Plu È ckthun, 1997 , 1999a . The Fv fragment is an unlinked heterodimer composed of the V H and V L domains, whose interaction is stabilized by a large hydrophobic interface (Satow et al., 1986) . The domains refold fast and independently into compact intermediates from a chemically denatured state (4 M GdmCl). The ratelimiting step for the formation of the Fv heterodimer is the slow proline cis/trans-isomerization at an interface proline residue (ProL95), located at the edge of CDR3 of the V L domain. ProL95 is not absolutely conserved, but is found at this position in the great majority of antibody k-type V L domains. It becomes buried in the hydrophobic interface, and a cis-conformation is critical for maintaining the quaternary structure of the Fv fragment. If the two domains are covalently tethered into an scFv fragment (scFv) by a¯exible peptide linker ((G 4 S) 3 or (G 4 S) 5 ) in the format V Hlinker-V L , independent domain folding is no longer possible. Instead, the two domains associate prematurely, leading to fewer exchange-protected 2 H in the scFv fragment than in the two isolated domains together. The return from this folding trap is rate limiting for the acquisition of the full protection, but not rate limiting for the overall refolding reaction, as the slow proline cis/trans-isomerization at ProL95 proceeds at an even slower rate.
In order to test whether the observations made for the Fv and scFv fragment of the antibody McPC603 are representative for other antibody fragments as well, we report experiments on the folding and stability of the scFv fragment and the V H and V L domains of the antibody 4D5-8 (Carter et al., 1992a,b; Kelley et al., 1992) , which binds the extracellular domain of human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (p185 HER2-ECD ). We have chosen the antibody 4D5-8 as a model system (Ramm et al., 1999) for several reasons. First, the X-ray crystal structure of the 4D5-8 Fv fragment has been determined (Eigenbrot et al., 1993) . Second, F ab , Fv and scFv fragments of the antibody 4D5-8 can be expressed at high yields in Escherichia coli in soluble and functional form (Carter et al., 1992b; Wo È rn & Plu È ckthun, 1998b) . Third, the fragments of 4D5-8 are rather stable towards thermal inactivation (Knappik & Plu È ckthun, 1995) . Finally, the hu4D5 framework, being itself the product of a humanization study, has been used in CDR grafting studies (Carter et al., 1992a) . Therefore, insights gained on the folding and assembly of the antibody 4D5-8 might have impact on other antibodies as well. The results obtained for the antibody 4D5-8 were compared to the previous data obtained for the McPC603 system, to highlight possible generalizations in the folding and assembly behavior of this type of biotechnologically and biomedically important class of proteins.
Results

Spectral properties of the antibody 4D5
The scFv fragment investigated here is the humanized scFv fragment of the anti-p185 HER2 antibody hu4D5-8 (Carter et al., 1992a,b; Kelley et al., 1992) , abbreviated as 4D5 in this study. The V L domain shows a¯uorescence increase at > 320 nm upon unfolding, the V H domain ā uorescence increase at > 336 nm (Figure 1(a) ). Similar spectral changes have also been observed in the unfolding of the V H and V L domain of the antibody McPC603 (Ja È ger & Plu È ckthun, 1999a) . The¯uorescence change in the V L domain reports the increase in distance upon unfolding between the conserved core TrpL36 and the disul®de bond, which quenches TrpL36-uorescence in the native protein. Less straightforward is the interpretation of the spectral changes in the V H domain, since in addition to the core TrpH36, the three CDR-Trp residues (TrpH47, TrpH95, TrpH103) also contribute to the observed¯uorescence change. The¯uor-escence emission spectrum of the native scFv fragment is different from a computational addition of the emission spectra of the isolated constituting domains at a 1:1 stoichiometry (Figure 1(b) ). As previously shown for the Fv and the scFv fragment of the antibody McPC603 (Ja È ger & Plu È ckthun, 1999a), this spectral change must be due to the fact that the CDR-Trp residues become buried in a hydrophobic interface upon heterodimerization. Therefore, the large¯u-orescence increase between about 320 and 340 nm is a convenient monitor of interface formation.
Evidence for an equilibrium unfolding intermediate in the scFv fragment
The thermodynamic stability of the isolated domains was investigated by monitoring the change in¯uorescence intensity at 350 nm (V L domain) (Figure 2(a) ) or 375 nm (V H domain) (Figure 2(b) ) upon unfolding. Both unfolding transitions ®t well to a two-state reaction with a linear free energy model (NU) (Santoro & Bolen, 1988) . A least-squares ®t gives the following thermodynamic parameters:
The experimentally determined m-values are in good agreement with the theoretically expected values (Myers et al., 1995) . The V H domain is thus considerably less stable than the V L domain. This difference in stability is particularly evident after normalization of the unfolding transitions to the fraction of unfolded protein (F U ) (Figure 2(c) ). While the isolated V L domain is still fully folded at 2 M GdmCl, the V H domain is already unfolded under these conditions. It should be noted that this difference in stability is not a general feature of V L and V H domains, as the stability of both cover a wide range and depend on the molecular details of a particular domain, and the molecular features are only slowly emerging (Wo È rn & Plu È ckthun, 2001) .
Equilibrium unfolding of the scFv fragment was followed by the shift in the emission maximum (Áem max ) (Figure 2(d) ), as well as by a global ®t to the¯uorescence intensities between 310 and 420 nm (Figure 2 (e)) Gualfetti et al., 1999) . Two transitions are observable. The ®rst transition (1.0 M GdmCl-1.9 M GdmCl) is characterized by a large shift in Áem max from 336 nm to 346 nm. In the second transition (2.0-3.3 M GdmCl), there is only a small shift in Áem max from 346 nm to 349 nm. As the change in emission maximum Áem max is a probe that monitors the integrity of the heterodimer interface, we suggest that domain dissociation and unfolding of the V H domain occurs in the ®rst transition, whereas the still intact V L domain unfolds in the second transition. This model of sequential domain unfolding is in agreement with previous proteolysis experiments (Wo È rn & Plu È ckthun, 1998b) . At 2 M GdmCl, the V L domain is resistant to proteolysis, while the V H domain is apparently unfolded and completely digested.
We also used a global ®t of all intensities to a three-state model (N I U). However, because the spectral change in the second transition is very small, it is very dif®cult to unambiguously derive the free energies of the three-state equilibrium. Nevertheless, the values estimated from the global ®t (about 33 and 31 kJ mol
À1
, with m-values of about 23 and 14 kJ mol À1 M
) are consistent with the V H domain being stabilized to about the level of the isolated V L domain in the assembly, which is also re¯ected in its increased protection against deuterium exchange when in the complex compared to being in isolation (see below). Because of the different m-values, still two transitions are observed. Also, the m-value of the ®rst transition is higher than the second (as expected for a higher cooperativity for the scFv than for the then isolated V L domain). Finally, the second transition (interpreted as V L unfolding) indeed has characteristics similar to those of the isolated V L domain. These factors are consistent with the intermediate consisting of a native-like V L domain and a denatured V H domain. Figure 2 (f) shows the expected species distribution as a function of denaturant concentration.
Multiphasic refolding kinetics of the V L domain
Four¯uorescence phases are resolvable in the refolding of the equilibrium-denatured V L domain. Two phases are resolvable by manual mixing ($40 % of the total¯uorescence amplitude) ( Figure 3 and Table 1 ), another two phases are resolvable by stopped-¯ow mixing (Figure 3 (inset  and Table 1) ). Manual-mixing double-jump experiments (rapid unfolding of V L in 6 M GdmCl for 20 seconds, followed by immediate refolding) (Schmid, 1986) reduces the amplitude of the two slow¯uorescence phases by >90 % (data not shown). Independent experiments had shown that the unfolding rate of the V L domain is about 0.7 s À1 under these conditions, such that only 0.00008 % of the native species is left after 20 seconds unfolding (data not shown). The slow Figure 1 . Fluorescence emission spectra of the scFv fragment and the isolated domains. (a) Native (spectrum 1) and unfolded V L domain (spectrum 2), native (spectrum 3) and unfolded V H domain (spectrum 4). (b) Native scFv fragment (spectrum 1), computational addition of the¯uorescence emission spectra of native V L and native V H domain at a 1:1 stoichiometry (spectrum 2), unfolded scFv fragment (spectrum 3). Fluorescence intensities are given in arbitrary units, which were chosen such that thē uorescence of the native V H domain at 1.0 mM was set to 1.0. Protein excitation was at 295 nm and the protein concentration was 1.0 mM, except for spectrum 1 shown in (a), where it was 3 mM. (c) Structure of the scFv fragment 4D5, based on the crystal structure of the Fv fragment (Eigenbrot et al., 1993) and a modeled linker. The V H domain is colored dark grey, the V L domain light grey and the linker black. The side-chains of the tryptophan residues are shown in ball-and-stick representation (grey), while trans proline residues are shown in white and cis proline residues in black. The numbering is as described by Kabat et al. (1991) .
Intermediates in scFv Refolding manual phases might therefore arise from slow proline cis/trans-isomerization in non-native states. The V L domain contains two cis-prolines and ®ve trans-proline residues (Eigenbrot et al., 1993) (Figure 1(c) The experimental data are shown in black, the global ®t to a three-state model using the program SAVUKA Gualfetti et al., 1999) (Figure 3 ). The rather slow disappearance of I non-native , with a large fraction of I native already present after ten seconds, rules out that this intermediate is a sequential intermediate, preceding the native-like species. Rather, it must be formed in a reaction competing with``fast track'' folding into I native . The very slow¯uorescence phase (rate constant: 0.00072 s À1 ) is not visible by 1 H/ 2 H-exchange, the consequence being that proline cis/trans-isomerization cannot involve major structural changes. Nevertheless, proline conformation does have a profound in¯uence on the folding reaction of the scFv fragment, in that a correct Xaa-Pro peptide bond is required for productive domain interaction and formation of the native heterodimer interface (see below). Slow track folding is no longer detectable after short-term denaturation ( Figure 4 , lower spectra). Only a single peak with a peak maximum at 12,615 Da is seen in the earliest resolvable mass spectrum, indicating that under these conditions, full 1 H/ 2 H-exchange protection has been achieved in the deadtime of the manual mixing experiment (20 seconds).
The peak maximum of the single peak after short-term denaturation (12,615 Da) suggests that there must be considerable in-exchange of deuterons into the V L domain within the 20 seconds refolding pulse in 2 H 2 O buffer. Otherwise, the number of trapped 2 H ions should be reduced by H-exchange at the p 2 H used (6.7, not corrected for the isotopeeffect). As the exchange rates for unprotected deuterons in random coils are known (Bai et al., 1993) , the upper limit for k prot must be in the order of $10 s Table 1) . In an additional experiment, we investigated the folding of the V H domain in the context of the scFv fragment. The reaction was started from the equili- H 2 O buffer. Protein concentration after the ®rst dilution step was 2 mM. Spectra obtained after short-term unfolding are labeled (sh. tm. den.). Figure 5 . (a) Refolding of the isolated V H domain. The reaction was followed by monitoring the change in¯u-orescence at > 335 nm. The¯uorescence intensity is normalized to the calculated¯uorescence at in®nite time, which was arbitrarily set to 1.0. (b) Refolding of the V H domain from the equilibrium unfolding intermediate of the scFv fragment (native V L , unfolded V H ). The reaction was followed by monitoring the change in¯uor-escence at >305 nm. The¯uorescence intensity is normalized to the¯uorescence intensity at zero time, which was set to 1.0. Protein concentrations were 4 mM. Protein excitation was at 295 nm.
brium unfolding intermediate at 2 M GdmCl, i.e. under conditions where the V L domain is still native, while the V H domain is already denatured (Figure 2 ) (Wo È rn & Plu È ckthun, 1998b). The reaction progress was monitored by the change in¯uor-escence at > 305 nm. This experiment thus monitors the refolding kinetics of the V H domain indirectly by measuring the large¯uorescence increase upon domain association and formation of the native interface (Figure 1(b) ). The increase in uorescence ®ts to a double exponential and rate constants of 0.21 s À1 (relative amplitude of 0.72) and 0.023 s À1 (relative amplitude of 0.28) were obtained. It can be seen that the rate constants and relative amplitudes do not differ signi®cantly from those obtained with the isolated V H domain, the consequence being that the same folding reaction, namely folding of the V H domain, is rate determining in the two experiments. This means that covalently linking the two domains into an scFv fragment does not affect the refolding kinetics of the V H domain to a measurable extent.
Manual mixing experiments on a longer timescale (0-600 seconds) ruled out the presence of an additional slow phase, which might have escaped detection in the stopped-¯ow experiment (Table 1) (data not shown). However, the rate constant of the slow refolding phase was slightly smaller in this experiment (0.01 s À1 ). This minor difference may be due to the fact that in the manual mixing experiments, the reaction was followed at a ®xed emission wavelength (326 nm), whereas the stopped-¯ow reaction was monitored with a cutoff ®lter (>305 nm).
Stabilization of the V H domain in the scFv fragment
Above, we showed that the presence of the native V L domain does not affect the refolding kinetics of the V H domain. Despite the passive role in refolding of the V H domain, we now show that the V L domain stabilizes the V H domain in the scFv heterodimer, consistent with the interpretation of the global ®t data of the scFv equilibrium unfolding. Hexchange protection in the V H domain in the scFvcontext after refolding from the equilibriumdenatured state (2 M GdmCl). In this experiment, the scFv fragment was ®rst unfolded and completely deuterated in 6 M GdmCl. The scFv fragment was then diluted into 2 M GdmCl/ 2 H 2 O buffer to allow folding of the V L domain to go to completion, whereas the V H domain remains unfolded under these conditions (Figure 2 Intermediates in scFv Refolding ions in the scFv fragment between the earliest and last mass spectrum obtained ( 1 H/ 2 H-exchange-protection is thus equally distributed among the two domains in the scFv fragment, as long as they form a complex. The exchange-resistant core of the V H domain, which lacks cis-proline residues, must thus be formed in the deadtime of the experiment (20 seconds), i.e. on the time-scale of the fast stopped-¯ow phase, or before. The slow¯uor-escence phase, on the other hand, cannot involve major structural changes. Otherwise, part of the 1 H/ 2 H-exchange protection kinetics should be resolvable by manual mixing, as the intrinsic exchange rate at pH 6.0 is about 1 s
À1
, and thus two orders of magnitude faster than the rate constant of the slow phase (0.01 s À1 ). Repeating the experiment with the isolated V H domain gave qualitatively comparable results (Table 2 and Figure 6(b) ). Again, maximal exchange-protection was detectable within the deadtime of the manual mixing experiment, but only 22 2 H ions become trapped during refolding. The peaks are rather broad, which suggests the presence of a population of species, differing slightly in the number of exchange-protected 2 H. It is rather unlikely that the lower exchange-protection of the isolated V H domain is due to incomplete folding or aggregation. In such a case, one would not expect identical rate constants and relative amplitudes in the¯uorescence refolding experiments with the isolated and scFv-constituting V H domains. In the light of the rather low thermodynamic stability of this isolated V H domain, a more plausible explanation is that the V H domain becomes stabilized in the context of the scFv fragment (Wo È rn & Plu È ckthun, 1998b , 2001 , thereby reducing 1 H/ 2 H-back-exchange from locally and globally unfolded states.
Early domain interaction in the scFv fragment
No stopped-¯ow phases are detectable in the refolding of the equilibrium denatured scFv frag- interaction is also supported by the manual mixing experiments. The trace of the¯uorescence intensity at 326 nm, which monitors the formation of the native interface, starts from a value signi®cantly higher ($40 %) than that of the unfolded heterodimer (Figure 7(a) , trace 1, and Table 1 ). Therefore, we must postulate an additional burst phase in which the¯uorescence intensity increases from that of the unfolded scFv fragment to the ®rst observable time-point. The¯uorescence intensity increases from this burst-phase level in a slow mono-exponential reaction. The rate constant of this reaction (0.00064 s
À1
) is comparable to that of the very slow, proline-limited phase in the refolding of the isolated V L domain (0.00089 s À1 ).
Fast proline cis/trans-reisomerization in a folding intermediate of the scFv fragment
The above experiment suggests that proline cis/ trans-isomerization is not only rate-limiting for the folding of the isolated V L domain, but also ratelimiting in the assembly of the scFv fragment. To further support that hypothesis, we next performed a double-jump experiment (Schmid, 1986) . Unfolding of the scFv fragment was achieved in 6 M GdmCl, which leads to complete unfolding in less than 20 seconds at 10 C (data not shown, at most 5-8 % native species are predicted under these conditions from the unfolding rates reported by Ramm et al., 1999) . Refolding of short-term denatured scFv fragment (20 seconds in 6 M GdmCl) is biphasic (Figure 7(a) , trace 2, and Table 1 ). About 40 % of the amplitude was gained in a fast phase (rate constant of 0.0075 s À1 ). The remaining amplitude was established in a slow phase with an essentially unchanged rate constant (0.00064 s À1 ). This indicates that the slow phase is still rate-limited by proline cis/trans-isomerization, despite the fact that the refolding reaction was initiated after short-term denaturation, i.e. with all proline residues in the native conformation.
Increasing GdmCl concentrations in the refolding buffer leads to a sigmoidal decrease in the amplitude of the slow, proline-limited phase (Figure 7(b) ). At 0.86 M GdmCl, the highest concentration where the scFv fragment is still native (Figure 2(d) ), the slow phase contributes only $10 % to the total¯uorescence increase (Figure 7(a) , trace 3). Notably, the rate constants of both slow phases increase when going from 0.06 M GdmCl to 0.86 M GdmCl, the faster phase from 0.0075 s À1 to 0.16 s À1 , the slower phase from 0.00069 s À1 to 0.001 s À1 (Table 1) . Unfolding times longer than those required for complete denaturation of the scFv fragment (longer than 20 seconds) result in a gradual reappearance of the slow, proline-limited phase at the cost of the fast phase (Figure 7(c) ). The build-up of the slow phase (rate constant of 0.0017 s À1 ) is as expected, as the proline residues, which are in the native conformation immediately after fast unfolding, slowly begin to isomerize and reach their thermodynamic Intermediates in scFv Refolding cis/trans-equilibrium. However, it is noteworthy that the apparent rate constant of the cis/trans-isomerization reaction (0.0017 s À1 ) in 6 M GdmCl is too small to explain the high fraction of slowly folding species observable after short-term unfolding and refolding under strongly native conditions (0.06 M GdmCl), as only a negligible fraction of the native proline residues would be able to isomerize within the brief unfolding pulse (20 seconds) in 6 M GdmCl. Therefore, proline cis/trans-isomerization has to take place spontaneously in a folding intermediate, rather than the denatured state, and at a rate signi®cantly faster than the apparent rate of isomerization in the denatured protein under strongly denaturing conditions (6 M GdmCl). Higher GdmCl concentrations seem to prevent proline cis/trans-reisomerization in the folding intermediate, as indicated by the increase in the fast¯uorescence phase. In other words, more destabilizing refolding conditions lead to apparently faster domain assembly into the native scFv fragment. H, depending on whether I non-native or I native of the V L domain is considered for the calculation). The low exchange protection in the scFv fragment means that the two domains do not refold independently in the linked heterodimer. Rather, they must interact prematurely early in folding, before full 1 H/ 2 Hexchange protection can be established in the constituting domains. It is tempting to speculate that the non-native domain interaction shown here is also manifest as the burst-phase amplitude in the manual¯uorescence refolding experiment (Figure 7(a) ).
Except for the fast formation of the weakly structured intermediate, formed in the deadtime of the experiment, subsequent protection of 2 H ions from exchange with solvent was slow enough to be resolved by manual mixing techniques (Figure 8(c) ). Interestingly, premature domain association is also observed after short-term denaturation (Figure 8(b) ). A total of 26 2 H ions are trapped in the scFv fragment after short-term denaturation. This is only insigni®cantly higher than the 22 2 H ions trapped at identical time after equilibrium denaturation. On the other hand, essentially full exchange protection ($70 2 H) would be expected, if the domain did fold independently before assembling into the heterodimer. Again, the gain in full exchange-protection is slow enough to be resolved by manual mixing. About 65 % are protected in a fast phase (rate constant of 0.021(AE0.004) s À1 ), whereas only 35 % are trapped in the slow phase (rate constant of 0.0011(AE0.0003) s À1 ). Therefore, 
Discussion
Equilibrium unfolding of the scFv fragment and the domains V H and V L Two extreme cases are possible to describe equilibrium unfolding of a heterodimeric protein (Brandts et al., 1989; Ramsay & Freire, 1990) . At one extreme, the domains unfold as independent entities, which exhibit the same intrinsic thermodynamic stability, irrespective of whether they are part of the heterodimer or present in isolated form. At the other extreme, the domains stabilize each other to such an extent that the thermodynamic stability of the heterodimer exceeds that of either of the domains, meaning that interface dissociation and domain unfolding are coupled events. In the ®rst case and in intermediate cases, an equilibrium unfolding intermediate can exist with one folded and one unfolded domain. When the coupling is signi®cant, one domain pro®ts from the other, more stable one and unfolds at higher denaturant concentrations than when in isolation, but still earlier than the more stable one. These models have recently been summarized for antibody fragments (Wo È rn & Plu È ckthun, 1999 , 2001 ). The results presented here, together with previous experiments (Wo È rn & Plu È ckthun, 1998a; Ramm et al., 1999) , indicate that the scFv fragment 4D5 belongs to the category with a stable intermediate (Figure 9(a) ). The less stable V H domain unfolds ®rst, giving rise to a stable equilibrium unfolding intermediate.
Refolding of the V L domain
The refolding of the V L domain occurs in two parallel pathways (Figure 9(b) ). About 60-70 % of the equilibrium-denatured ensemble (U L ) folds rapidly (<20 seconds) via a fast track into a compact intermediate (I native ), with native-like 1 H/ 2 H-exchange protection, but with one (or more) non-native proline residues. At present, we simplify the model, in that I native is formed directly from the denatured ensemble in a single reaction, and we cannot rule out the existence of additional, kinetically unresolved intermediates in the deadtime of the experiment (20 seconds). Future 1 H/ 2 H -exchange experiments on a shorter time-scale and stopped-¯ow¯uorescence experiments at a wider range of GdmCl concentrations should clarify this question. Proline cis/trans-isomerization is ratelimiting for the formation of the native protein (N L ) and must occur in I native .
From the similarity between the relative weight of the major stopped-¯ow amplitude on the total uorescence amplitude (0.6-0.7) and the relative weight of I native on the total mass peak area at 20 seconds (0.6-0.7), it is tempting to propose that I native is formed in the faster of the two stopped-¯o w reactions (rate constant 10.2 s À1 ). This hypothesis is reasonable, as the decrease in Trp-¯uor-escence, observable in the stopped-¯ow experiment, requires that the core-TrpL36 must become juxtaposed to the conserved disul®de bond, which can be achieved only if the native folding topology is developed simultaneously.
The remaining 30-40 % of equilibrium-denatured molecules fold via a slow track. First, an intermediate (I non-native ) is formed within the deadtime of the 1 H/ 2 H-exchange experiment (20 seconds). I non-native is signi®cantly less structured than I native , with only 15 2 H ions trapped in an exchange-resistant conformation. Native 1 H/ 2 H-exchange protection in I non-native is on a time-scale comparable to that of the fast manual¯uorescence phase (rate constant: $0.02 s À1 ), and thus still signi®cantly faster than the very slow proline-phase (rate constant 0.00072 s À1 ), detectable in the same experiment. I non-native is no longer populated after short-term denaturation, the consequence being that I non-native must be favored by non-native proline peptide bonds. Taking into account the high content of proline residues in the V L domain (two cis proline, ®ve trans proline residues) and assuming an average cis/trans-ratio of 0.1-0.2 for each proline-peptide bond under equilibrium unfolding conditions (Huyghues-Despointes et al., 1999), the fraction of V L molecules with exclusively native prolinepeptide bonds should be extremely small, probably well below 10 %. In other words, more than 90 % of the equilibrium-denatured ensemble carries at least one incorrect proline residue. Since not 90 %, but only 30-40 % of all molecules fold into I non-native , only a sub-population of denatured V L molecules with non-native proline residues take the slow folding track. A plausible hypothesis is that this sub-population are those molecules with proline L8 and L95 in trans. Ongoing stopped-¯ow and 1 H/ 2 H-exchange experiments will clarify the question of whether I non-native is a genuine on-pathway folding intermediate or a reversibly formed off-pathway dimer or microaggregate, favored at higher protein concentrations.
Refolding of the V H domain
The refolding of the V H domain was studied in two different experiments. First, refolding of the isolated V H domain was studied by monitoring a small decrease in intrinsic Trp-¯uorescence (Figure 9 (c), Scheme 1). Second, refolding of the V H domain was studied indirectly (Figure 9 (c), Scheme 2). In this experiment, the folding reaction was initiated from the equilibrium unfolding intermediate of the scFv fragment, populated at 2 M GdmCl. This study, and earlier proteolysis experiments (Wo È rn & Plu È ckthun, 1998b) , show that in this intermediate, the V L domain is still native, while the V H domain is unfolded. Folding of the V H domain was monitored by a large¯uorescence increase upon interface formation. Interestingly, both experiments show biphasic kinetics, with similar rate constants and relative amplitudes. H-exchange protection is gained within the deadtime of the manual mixing experiment (20 seconds), the consequence being that the exchange-protected core is formed in the fast phase, or before.
The biphasic folding kinetics can be explained by a sequential or parallel folding model. In the sequential model (Figure 9 (c), Schemes 1 and 2), the ®rst phase monitors the formation of an intermediate with native-like 1 H/ 2 H-exchange protection. This reaction is manifested by a¯uorescence decrease in the isolated V H domain (U H 3 I H , scheme 1). A net¯uorescence increase with comparable rate constants and relative amplitudes is seen in the scFv fragment, as the¯uorescence increase upon the subsequent fast domain assembly outweighs the decrease in intrinsic¯uorescence in the V H domain (N L -I H (diss.) 3 N L -I H (ass.) , scheme 2) and N L -I H (diss.) never accumulates, but reacts in a fast reaction to N L -N H (ass) . The slower phase monitors the isomerization of this structured intermediate into the native protein (I H 3 N H , Scheme 1; N L -I H (ass) 3 N L -N H (ass) , Scheme 2).
In the parallel folding model, the fast phase would monitor the folding of the V H domain into the native protein. H-exchange protection after equilibrium denaturation (*) and short-term denaturation (*). The relative weight of the native protein at each time-point was determined from the ratio of the mass peak heights. From the available data, it is impossible to distinguish between the two models. The sequential folding model requires that the intermediate I H stably interact with the V L domain. Clearly, further experiments will be required to characterize the exact nature of these intermediates.
The refolding pathway of the scFv fragment
The refolding of the scFv fragment is summarized in Figure 9 (d). Fluorescence spectroscopic and 1 H/ 2 H-exchange experiments con®rmed that the constituting domains of the scFv fragment do not refold independently after equilibrium-denaturation in 6 M GdmCl. The key observation is that signi®cantly fewer exchange-protected 2 H are detectable in the scFv fragment at the earliest timepoint resolvable by manual mixing than in the two isolated domains at identical time-points. An intermediate with physically not interacting, yet nativelike domains (I open ) would have been expected from the behavior of the independent domains, if they folded independently. However, this is not formed to any measurable extent during the refolding of the heterodimer (crossed-out arrows). Rather, the two domains ®rst associate quantitatively and prematurely before full 1 H/ 2 H-exchange protection can be gained on the level of the domains (thick arrows). We call the intermediate with non-native domain contacts I trap to account for the fact that the 1 H/ 2 H-exchange protection kinetics is slowed in the heterodimer with respect to the isolated domains. When are these non-native contacts formed in the heterodimer? Stopped-¯ow experiments indicate that the fast refolding phases of the isolated domains are completely absent from the scFv fragment. Thus, the two domains may already interact in the deadtime of the instrument (2 ms). I trap might, therefore, be formed with a rate constant >1000 s À1 or even faster. It should be noted that in the reaction starting from N L -U H (Figure 9 (c), Scheme 4) the trap is not formed, as the V L domain is native all the time. For trap formation, at least V L and probably both domains need to be non-native.
A detailed analysis of the time-course of the 1 H/ 2 H-exchange protection experiment reveals that native exchange protection in the scFv fragment is gained in two phases. In the equilibriumdenatured protein, most of the deuterons (85(AE6) %) become protected in a very slow phase. Notably, the estimated rate constant of this phase (0.00042(AE0.0001) s
À1
) is in good agreement with the rate constant of the slow, proline-limited¯uor-escence phase (0.00069 s
) that leads to the formation of the native heterodimer interface. In other words, the disappearance of I trap seems to be kinetically coupled to proline cis/trans-isomerization reaction.
Under the conditions of the present experiments, I trap is also quantitatively formed after short-term denaturation (starting from U cis ). Interestingly, the gain in native 1 H/ 2 H-exchange protection is still biphasic and resolvable by manual mixing. This is in strong contrast to the isolated domains, where full 1 H/ 2 H-exchange protection is established within the deadtime of manual mixing. The faster of the two protection phases (about 0.01 s À1 , relative weight 0.65(AE0.05)) could be assigned to those molecules that escape from I trap(cis) with the proline residues in native conformation, as this phase is absent after equilibrium-denaturation. In contrast, the minor slow phase (relative weight 0.35 AE 0.05)) represents the population of molecules where proline cis/trans-reisomerization occurs before escaping from I trap and rapidly folding into the native state. These molecules are trapped in the low protection conformation until proline residue cis/transisomerization allows folding into the native heterodimer.
After short-term denaturation, the molecules are believed to be in slow, proline cis/trans-isomerization limited equilibrium between I trap(trans) and I trap(cis) (see below), and escape only whenever the latter converts to I open(cis) . Therefore, I trap(trans) would be a classical off-pathway intermediate in the double-jump experiment, while it would be onpathway in the refolding of the equilibriumdenatured protein. We believe that the reaction I trap (trans) to I open(trans) does not take place to any appreciable extent for this antibody, for the following reason. The I open species are the ®rst in the pathway to have full proton protection (they must be as stable as the unlinked domains, which do show stable protection). The observed appearance of any species with native-like protection is, however, about 20-fold slower for the reaction starting from U trans than from U cis and occurs about at the rate of proline cis/trans-isomerization. This means that any formation of I open(trans) from I trap(trans) would either have to occur at that rate (or even more slowly or maybe not at all, as the reaction can go from I trap(trans) via I trap(cis) to I open(cis) ). In either case, protection would be obtained with the rate of proline cis/trans-isomerization, to facilitate this interconversion.
The relative weight of the persistent slow phase after short-term denaturation is determined by the ratio of proline cis/trans-reisomerization in I trap , and the escape from I trap . As the partitioning is about 1:1, the rates must be comparable. Why proline cis/trans-reisomerization is faster in I trap than in the more extensively unfolded denatured ensemble (6 M GdmCl) remains to be shown. Possibly, the structured environment in I trap accelerates the isomerization reaction by stabilizing the transition state and/or the ground state may be incompatible with a cis-proline. These structural features might be disrupted in the more extensively denatured protein at 6 M GdmCl, thereby slowing the apparent rate of proline cis/trans-isomerization. Denaturant-induced local unfolding of I trap may also explain why higher GdmCl concentrations lead to an increase in the relative weight of the fast¯uor-escence phase, in other words, why the reaction becomes apparently faster under more destabilizing conditions. Alternatively, I trap may be destabilized relative to the transition state for folding into I open at moderate GdmCl concentrations. Is there a consensus refolding pathway for antibody scFv fragments?
These studies on the folding behavior of the scFv fragment 4D5, together with previous reports on such antibody fragments (Freund et al. 1996 (Freund et al. , 1997 1998; Ramm et al., 1999; Ja È ger & Plu È ckthun, 1997 , highlight the similarities in the folding of this type of protein. The key observation is that independent domain folding is no longer observed in the scFv fragments. Instead of folding rapidly and independently into compact, native-like structures, the domains associate prematurely, before full 1 H/ 2 H-exchange protection can be established on the level of the domains. Premature domain association has not been observed in the Fv fragments investigated so far (Ja È ger & Plu È ckthun, 1999a), suggesting that it is the interdomain peptide linker in the scFv fragment which favors such early non-native domain contacts. Possibly, the linker increases the effective domain concentration early in the reaction coordinate. Premature domain association in the scFv-heterodimers may thus be determined by the ratio of the folding rates of the constituting domains into native-like conformers and the rate of unproductive assembly of the two partially structured domains. As the assembly of two non-native domains might be unspeci®c and diffusion-controled, the formation of folding traps in the scFv fragments might thus well be the rule rather than the exception. In those systems where the stability of the heterodimer interface is signi®-cantly lower than the intrinsic stability of the constituting domains, non-native domain contacts may be reduced by performing refolding studies at suf®ciently high denaturant concentrations.
The scFv fragments of different antibodies are believed to be somewhat different in the rates with which they return from the trap, probably a consequence of different stabilities and interface interaction energies. This is re¯ected in the rate constants other than proline cis/trans-isomerization and in which of the open forms are populated to what extent. For example, they may differ in whether they can directly return from the cis or trans-trapped states. Different solvents may also alter the relative¯ux through these pathways. The outline mechanism discussed here may be a useful framework to explain these differences. We believe that the further elucidation of the structural features of the on and off-pathway intermediates will be very crucial in the design of further improved molecules with this architecture.
Materials and Methods
Materials
The scFv fragment was expressed from a vector encoding the linked domains in the orientation V H -(G 4 S) 3 -V L (Knappik & Plu È ckthun, 1995) . A His 5 -tag was attached to the C terminus of the V L domain to facilitate protein puri®cation. For the expression of the isolated V H domain from the same vector, the gene sequence encoding the peptide linker and the V L domain was deleted by PCR, and a His 5 -tag was attached to the C terminus to facilitate protein puri®cation. The expression vector for the V L domain was derived analogously.
Protein purification
The domains V H and V L and the scFv fragment were separately expressed at 25 C in the E. coli strain JM83 and secreted into the periplasm to allow disul®de bond formation. Cells were grown in LB broth. Protein expression was induced with IPTG at A 550 and cells were grown for seven hours. Periplasmic extracts were prepared as described (Lindner et al., 1992) . All chromatographic steps were performed at 4 C. First, puri®cation to near homogeneity from periplasmic extracts was achieved by immobilized metal ion af®nity chromatography (IMAC) (Qiagen), equilibrated in 20 mM sodium borate (pH 7.8), 500 mM NaCl. Bound protein was eluted with a linear imidazole gradient (0-200 mM imidazole in 20 mM Mes (pH 6.0), 500 mM NaCl). The appropriate fractions from IMAC were pooled, dialyzed against 20 mM Mes (pH 6.0) and loaded onto a SPSepharose column (Pharmacia), equilibrated in the same buffer. Pure V L domain was eluted using a linear NaClgradient (0-500 mM NaCl in 20 mM Mes (pH 6.0)), dialyzed against 20 mM Mes (pH 6.0) and stored at 4 C until use. For puri®cation of the V H domain or the scFv fragment, fractions from IMAC were concentrated, buffer-exchanged against 20 mM Mops (pH 7.0) using a PD10-column (Pharmacia) and loaded onto a Protein-A Sepharose column (Pharmacia), equilibrated in the same buffer. Speci®cally bound proteins were eluted with 100 mM sodium citrate (pH 3.3). The eluate was immediately neutralized with 1 M Tris (pH 8.0), dialyzed against 20 mM Mes (pH 6.0) and stored at 4 C. Protein purity was checked by non-reducing SDS-15 % PAGE. Protein concentrations were determined as described by Gill & von Hippel (1989) . Protein yields (per liter of culture) were 0.1 mg (V H domain), 10 mg (V L domain) and 3 mg (scFv fragment).
Determination of protein stabilities
Steady-state¯uorescence experiments were performed at 10 C with a PTI Alpha Scan spectro¯uorimeter (Photon Technologies, Inc., Ontario, Canada). Slit-widths of 2 and 10 nm were used for excitation and emission, respectively. Protein/GdmCl mixtures were prepared from protein solutions (20 mM Mes, pH 6.0) and an 8 M GdmCl stock solution (20 mM Mes, pH 6.0). Exact GdmCl concentrations were determined as described by Pace (1986) . After incubation for 24 hours at 10 C,¯uor-escence emission spectra were recorded. Excitation was at 280 nm (V L ) or 295 nm (scFv, V H ). For the individual domains,¯uorescence emission intensities at a ®xed wavelength or the¯uorescence emission maximum were plotted versus [GdmCl] . The emission maximum was determined by ®tting the emission spectrum to a thirdorder polynomial (Knappik & Plu È ckthun, 1995) . Protein stabilities were calculated from these plots by non-linear least-squares ®tting to a two-state reaction using a linear free energy model (Santoro & Bolen, 1988) using the program Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software, Reading, USA). For the scFv fragment, which does not follow a two-state behavior, a global ®t of the¯uorescence intensities between 310 and 420 nm was also carried out, using the program SAVUKA Gualfetti et al., 
